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Friends of Millbank 

Book Review 

Winged Scalpel – A surgeon at the frontline of disaster 
 
Author: Richard Villar 
 
Pen & Sword Books Ltd (2012), ISBN: 978 1 78159 168 0 
 
In this compelling memoir, Richard Villar - former Regimental Medical Officer for 22 Special Air 
Service - chronicles his time outside of the military and his involvement in some of the worst 
disasters and wars experienced in recent memory. Now a Consultant Orthopaedic Surgeon, the 
author recounts his time helping survivors of three major earthquakes - Kashmir (2005), Java (2006), 
and Haiti (2010) - as well as supporting both fleeing refugees and injured combatants in the Libyan 
Civil War (2011). With a fast-paced reflection on these crises, Richard does not hold back from 
describing both his successes and his frustrations in dealing with international aid organisations. He 
provides an insight into a mysterious world that few see, and even fewer are part of.  
 
Describing the humanitarian aid pathway, from the disjointed journeys into disaster zones, to 
building aid networks in places where nearly all infra-structure has been destroyed, the author and 
his dedicated team met challenges and pressures that few will ever experience. Acting as a ‘fixer’ 
and a disaster surgeon for aid organisation Merlin,1-2 the team goes up against trauma and disease 
rarely seen in the modern world. Whether it is hosting clinics for hundreds of displaced men, 
women, and children on mountain plateaus still suffering from aftershocks, performing surgery on 
horrific injuries created by falling buildings, or escaping across Libyan deserts reminiscent of WW2 
SAS exploits, Winged Scalpel is an exciting read from beginning to end.  
 
Alongside the first-person accounts of these events, the author takes such an open and honest 
approach to writing. You can feel the intense stresses and emotional toll that operating in such 
environments can have on a person. Deciding who receives surgical treatment, and who will be left 
behind, is surely one of the hardest decisions to be made by a disaster medic. These daily judgments 
are described with raw and unabashed emotion by the author, demonstrating the strain that trying 
to help disaster-stricken people can have on those involved.    
 
Fans of humanitarian medicine biographies, such as War Doctor by David Nott, could hardly do 
better than read the heroic experiences described in Winged Scalpel. I would heartily recommend 
this as essential reading not just for medics, but for anyone seeking an eye-opening journey through 
the stress, sadness, and heroism of disaster medicine in the 21st century. 
 
Christian Perkins 
June 2020 
 

 

                                                           
1
 Merlin History Project http://www.merlinhistoryproject.uk/ (accessed 20 November 2020) 

 
2
 Merlin (Medical Emergency Relief International) merged with Save the Children in 2013 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medical_Emergency_Relief_International (accessed 20 November 2020) 
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Chairman’s notes 
 

 
 

Winged Scalpel (front cover of book, and title of George Blair Memorial Lecture 2020) 
 

The year 2020 will long be remembered for the COVID pandemic, just as we now remember the 

Spanish Flu of 100 years ago. We had started the year’s lecture programme in February with Heidi 

Doughty’s talk on Blood Transfusion,3 held in the lecture theatre at the former Royal Army Medical 

College as per normal, but lockdown in March then intervened and we had to cancel the next few 

talks. We eventually re-started, after a COVID hiatus of over seven months, with our first virtual 

lecture – our prestigious George Blair Memorial Lecture on Friday 30 October, Winged Scalpel, 

delivered by Richard Villar as originally scheduled, albeit not at Millbank as the second wave of the 

pandemic was hitting the UK and physical attendance was not feasible.  

I had been determined all along not to cancel Richard’s inspirational talk, as the main event in our 

calendar, even if eventually we held it in a virtual format (courtesy of a Zoom Pro subscription). I am 

delighted to report this new format was very successful; it attracted a record number of applications 

and was extremely well attended. I have reproduced the following report verbatim from my 

November Newsletter. 

  

                                                           
3
 Heidi Doughty ‘Taking Blood Transfusion Forward’ – 27 February 2020. Now available online at: 

https://www.friendsofmillbank.org/archive  

http://www.friendsofmillbank.org/
https://www.friendsofmillbank.org/archive
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The George Blair Memorial Lecture, 30 October 2020 – our first online lecture! 

   

George Blair Memorial Lecturer 2020, Richard Villar 

During the run up to Richard’s talk ‘Winged Scalpel – a Surgeon on the Front Line of Disaster’ I was 

most impressed by the enthusiasm shown by the many military medical student bursars, Foundation 

Years One & Two doctors, and General Duties Medical Officers who registered to attend. These 

comprised fully half the applicants, and if you are one of them reading this I hope you felt most 

welcome. It was the first time almost all of you, being scattered around the country, have been able 

to attend one of our talks, as previously you would have found it nearly impossible to attend an 

actual Friday evening meeting in London. A major advantage of our new virtual format is that it 

enables a much wider audience to attend – including on this occasion our Life President, Dr John 

Blair, who lives in Perth, Scotland and who would normally come to London for the weekend, 

obviously not feasible this year. I do hope that many of you will return and continue to attend our 

forthcoming virtual talks, the next ones being on Friday 27 November and 18 December.  

Several of you informed me that you had been inspired to study medicine and to pursue a career in 

the Forces, and potentially become involved in humanitarian and disaster medicine, through reading 

Richard’s book, pictured above. One such is Christian Perkins, a final year medical student at 

Warwick Medical School and newly enrolled Friend of Millbank, who was motivated to write the 

book review on our website. I dare say that those of you who attended the lecture will agree 

wholeheartedly with the sentiments expressed in that review. Like you all, I found Richard to be truly 

inspirational, as well as entertaining and informative – a great combination. For those who could not 

attend the talk or who wish to have a permanent record of it, I thoroughly recommend you procure 

a copy of this book, enjoy reading it at leisure – and be inspired to do likewise. 

I have had great feedback following the talk and have passed on some of it to Richard. I have also 

put him in touch with a couple of members to follow up their requests for advice or further talks: he 

is very amenable to such involvement so I hope this event will catalyse great things.  He also put me 

at ease at our rehearsal before the talk, which I appreciated. This was my first experience hosting a 

Zoom lecture, as you might have noticed.  I’ll do better next time.  

Of note, this George Blair Memorial Lecture, our very first virtual talk, attracted a very encouraging 

100 applicants, 76 of whom successfully registered with Zoom and 58 actually logged in to 

participate on the day. This is a record for Friends of Millbank, equalling our previous largest 

(physical) attendance, also for a George Blair Memorial Lecture, ‘Fighting on the Home Front’ by  

Kate Adie on 23 October 2015.  

http://www.friendsofmillbank.org/

